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Public Sector Employment 

13.5% of the 
country’s whole 
workforce work in the 
public sector

50 years average 
age

3.2 million people 

Majority of 
employees 

works in 
Education 

and Health 
sectors

43% are 

graduates 

+ Law and 
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- STEM  
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Large inflow 
of new civil 
servants 

upskilling and 
reskilling plan

Main Challenges Italian Public Administration 

digitisation 
of public services

simplify 
processes 

'Italy Tomorrow’:

Italian Recovery and Resilience Plan 
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Italian Public Administration and AI

Strategic Programme on Artificial Intelligence 2022-2024

23 key policies

Talent and Skills

Research

Applications

3 areas
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Italian Public Administration and AI

A.3 Strengthening AI skills in the Public Administration

E.1 Creating integrated datasets for Open Data and Open AI Models

E.2 Strengthening AI solutions in the PA and the GovTech ecosystem

E.3 Creating a common Italian language dataset for AI development

E.5 Creating datasets for service improvement in PA

E.4 Creating datasets AI based analytics for feedback/service improvement
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Italian Public Administration and AI

Focus of the Italian AI debate:

• how the Italian civil service can seize the opportunities offered by AI to improve the 
efficiency of the public sector?

• its impact on ethics, privacy and data management?

• how to manage AI in training, education and research?
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AI for Training 

Training for AI



• What are the impacts of AI in terms of: training objectives, methodologies, 

learning?

• How can we use AI in civil service training?

• How will it improve training tools and teaching/learning capabilities?
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AI for Training 

Planning

Support 

course 

participants

Assessment 

and evaluation
Monitoring 

Analytics

Training need 

analysis
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Training Tools 

New tools and 
technologies                           

to support syllabus 
design and delivery

Metodologie

New teaching approaches 
and new subjects

Teaching Staff

New professional 
profiles in 

academia and 
training.
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Foster 

interdisciplinarity 

Improve access 

and educational 

opportunities

Develop 

personalised 

learning
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AI for Training 

Possible AI uses:

- Virtual tutors

- Automated assessment systems

- Personalisation of learning

- Automated feedback and differentiated responses

- Intelligent tutors

- Data research and analysis

- Co-design and co-creation of learning paths
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AI for Training 

Example - Generative AI for Syllabus Design:

- Draft a new syllabus or revamp an existing one

- Develop learning objectives

- Add pedagogical variety (lectures, readings, cases,

simulations, quiz etc.)

- Change difficulty levels or develop more impactful

sessions
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AI for Training 

National Schools of Government need to:

- support trainees and staff to become AI-literate

- support courses participants to use generative AI tools effectively 

and appropriately in their learning experience

- adapt teaching and assessment methodologies to incorporate the 

ethical use of AI and support equal access
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AI for Training 

PROGRESSION

UNDERSTAND APPLY CREATE

Mindset on Al and 

education

Understanding benefits & 

risks
Contextual strategies Steering long-term impact

Ethics of Al Human agency Human-centred use Al society skills

Al toundational 

knowledge
Algorithm and data literacy Use Al analytics Coding and data models

Application skills Test and use lnfusing uses lntegrating Al tools

Al pedagogy Al tor teaching Alto deepen learning Al tor co-creation

Professional 

development

Alto assist administrative 

tasks

Al tor curriculum design and 

delivery
Al empowering teaches

Source: SNA elaboraion on UNESCO 2023
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Training for AI
AI in government

- Automate simple, repetitive cognitive tasks, freeing up working time for more valuable

activities

- Increase predictive capabilities, improving data-driven decision-making

- Support user-centred service customisation, increasing the effectiveness of services.
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Training for AI

AI in government

Civil servants need be better equipped to:

• integrate AI in their daily work

• improve services to citizens and businesses

• support digital transformation for innovation, the economy and progress
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Training for AI

Goals

To achieve improved use, understanding 

and reinforcement of AI to improve:

- Public sector internal processes

- Public services design and delivery

- Public services management of services

- Policy making.

Topics

- understanding which AI tools to

integrate in their work processes

- identifying applications of AI in different 

policy areas

- developing advanced skills in data 

collection, analysis and management

- ethical aspects 

Target

Senior and middle managers in Italian civil service

Training Course  

AI4ItalianGov
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Problem solving

Training for AI
Competency Framework for the Italian Civil Service

Cognitive 

Area

Strategic vision

Systems thinking

Process 

management

Management 

Area

Co-worker 

development

Group leadership

Promoting change

Responsible 

decision-making

Realisation 

Area

Management 

of internal 

and external relations

Relational 

Area

Result-oriented Negotiation

Orientation to the 

quality of the service

Emotional 

resilience

Self- development

Organizational 

awareness

Self management 

Area
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SNA Actions

- AI4Training – Workshops for SNA trainers and staff:                    

how, when and where to use AI in training

- Pilot project on using AI for competency assessment and training

- Developing the use of AI in training cycle processes

- Developing an integrated system for collecting and analysing 

training data

- Developing a customised AI tool for the SNA

Inbound SNA
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SNA Actions

Outbound SNA - AI4PA - Artificial Intelligence & Training for Public 

Administration

European research project with the Schools of Government of 

Spain and Portugal

- AI4ItalianGov – AI Training Programme for Italian 

Civil Servants

- Italian Network on IA and Training together with 

universities and other public sector training schools
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Privacy (Data protection)

Ethical issues linked to how data is 

gathered, stored and analysed, 

together with the risk of bias in terms 

of gender, education, age, origins etc.

AI Training Perils

AI divide to ensure large sectors of the 

population, such as the elderly, the 

less-educated and recent immigrants 

do not get left behind, as happened 

with the digital transformation
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AI Training Perils

European Union AI Bill

Main points:

• visibility and transparency of algorithms

• interaction with systems and generation of new data

• processing of personal data and consent

• use of sensitive and biometric data

• non-reliance on fully automated decision-making processes

• copyright and authorship of generated content

National Agency for the supervision of AI systems
Example: AESIA (Spain)
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Conclusions

• European Union

• National Government Schools

• International Organisation 

Working together

• Universities

• National Government School

• Training Centres

National level International level
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Founded in 1957, the Scuola Nazionale dell’Amministrazione (SNA), the Italian 

National School of Government, is part of the Cabinet Office structure and is 

tasked with recruiting and training middle and senior management for the Italian 

civil service, promoting innovation and reform and fostering research.

Sabrina Bandera

Head of Research Innovation and Strategy Division

s.bandera@sna.gov.it

http://linkedin.com/in/sabrina-bandera-47bb4332

https://www.linkedin.com/school/scuola-nazionale-dell-amministrazione-sna/ 

www.sna.gov.it

mailto:s.bandera@sna.gov.it
https://www.linkedin.com/school/scuola-nazionale-dell-amministrazione-sna/
http://www.sna.gov.it/
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